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Background: Aspergillus fumigatus-induced chronic pulmonary aspergillosis (CPA), the most common pulmonary tuberculosis (TB) 
sequela, tends to occur after pulmonary infection with the intracellular pathogen Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Mtb). Timely and 
accurate detection of A. fumigatus infection of pulmonary TB patients would undoubtedly greatly improve patient prognosis. 
Currently, the galactomannan (GM) antigen test is commonly used to detect A. fumigatus infection but has poor sensitivity that 
renders this assay inadequate for use in clinical practice.
Design or Methods: Given the fact CPA and TB induce different host immune responses, we evaluated serum cytokine level profiles 
of CPA, TB patients and patients with both diseases (CPA-TB) for multiple cytokines and cytokine combinations.
Results: The results revealed significantly higher serum levels of numerous proinflammatory cytokines, including IL-1β, IL-6, IL-8, 
IL-12p70, IFN-α, IFN-γ and TNF-α, in peripheral blood of CPA-TB patients versus that of TB patients. IL-8 levels alone provided the 
best discriminatory performance for distinguishing between TB and either CPA-TB patients (AUC = 0.949) or CPA patients (AUC = 
0.964). Moreover, both IL-8 and TNF-α (AUC = 0.996) levels could be used to distinguish between TB and CPA-TB patients. 
Likewise, IL-8, TNF-α and IL-6 levels together could be used to distinguish between CPA-TB and TB patients.
Conclusion: In this study, multiple cytokines were identified that may serve as potential biomarkers for use in detecting TB patients 
with CPA. Furthermore, our results should enhance understanding of how immune system dysfunctions influence susceptibility to Mtb 
and/or A. fumigatus infections.
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Introduction
In 2020, tuberculosis (TB), an infectious disease caused by Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Mtb) complex, afflicted an 
estimated 9.9 million people and caused 1.5 million deaths worldwide.1 Only 59% of reported pulmonary TB (PTB) 
cases were bacteriologically confirmed, highlighting the urgent need for improved access to accurate TB diagnostics in 
TB-endemic areas.1,2 China’s TB burden is second only to that of India, with approximately 0.85 million incident 
Chinese TB cases reported in 2020.1 Despite great achievements in TB control in China, a recent nationwide survey there 
revealed an active TB prevalence rate of 442 cases per 100,000 population that is preventing realization of global World 
Health Organization END TB Strategy goals.3 Therefore, intensive research efforts are urgently needed to accelerate 
development of more effective TB diagnostics, drugs and vaccines.

Aspergillus fumigatus (A. fumigatus) is the major causative agent of aspergillosis, a disease that induces various 
pulmonary disease manifestations in patients afflicted with predisposing immune system and pulmonary conditions.4 
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Importantly, chronic pulmonary aspergillosis (CPA), which shares signs and symptoms with pulmonary TB (PTB), is the 
most frequently reported PTB sequela and incurs an estimated global CPA burden of approximately 1.2 million cases that 
is second only to that of TB.5,6 Although CPA incidence and progression signs and symptoms can be very mild, CPA was 
found to be associated with high 5-year mortality rates, which approached 80% in one retrospective study.7,8 Notably, 
early initiation of oral azole drug administration can effectively prevent CPA clinical progression and significantly reduce 
mortality.9,10 Therefore, timely detection and accurate identification of the causative agent of CPA, A. fumigatus, is of 
great importance for proper management of the disease. Unfortunately, it is currently not possible to quickly differentiate 
pulmonary aspergillosis from pulmonary TB based on clinical signs and symptoms. However, the galactomannan (GM) 
antigen test has aided clinical CPA diagnosis despite its limited sensitivity,11 thus highlighting the urgent need for new 
diagnostic methods. In recent years, researchers have developed new methods, with results of several studies confirming 
that assays based on detection of serum Aspergillus-specific IgG may be effective alternatives to the GM antigen test for 
use in CPA case detection.12,13 Nevertheless, Aspergillus-specific IgG assay results are dramatically influenced by factors 
related to regional geographic location and gender,13,14 thus prompting researchers to continue their efforts to develop 
more reliable sensitive and specific CPA diagnostic tests.

The major host mechanism for eliminating Mtb, a facultative intracellular pathogenic organism, is the Th1 immune 
response, which acts by inducing host production of Th1 cytokines (eg, IFN-γ). The Th1 response is also a major host 
response to A. fumigatus infection and release of Th1 cytokines, although A. fumigatus infection also induces differ-
entiation of host T cells into Th2 cells that antagonize Th1 cell functions.15–17 Nonetheless, interactions between TB and 
A. fumigatus infection-based processes are unclear and controversial, thus prompting us to hypothesize that serum 
cytokine profiles of PTB patients co-infected with Mtb and A. fumigatus (CPA-TB patients) may differ from profiles of 
PTB patients without CPA (TB patients) or CPA patients without TB (CPA patients). In this study, we characterized 
peripheral blood serum cytokine profiles for CPA-TB, CPA and TB patient groups then identified potential diagnostic 
cytokine-based biomarkers alone or in combination for use in diagnostically discriminating among the three types of 
patient groups (CPA, TB, CPA-TB) and healthy controls.

Patients and Methods
Subjects and Ethics Statement
A total of 152 study participants, including 31 subjects in the healthy control (HC) group and 35 PTB and 86 CPA 
patients, were recruited at the Beijing Chest Hospital from December 2020 to November 2021. All patients included in 
this study were hospitalized for the first time and had not previously received drug treatments for TB or CPA. PTB 
patients were diagnosed based on clinical symptoms suggestive of active TB and additional evidence of active TB based 
on positive sputum smear test-based detection of acid-fast bacilli (AFB) and/or positive results of GeneXpert MTB/RIF 
and/or mycobacterial culture testing. CPA patients were diagnosed based on positive galactomannan (GM) antigen assay 
results indicating detection of A. fumigatus infection. All patients were admitted to the hospital before receiving 
treatment. Meanwhile, 31 healthy volunteers were also recruited after they were confirmed to be healthy and free of 
active TB and CPA diseases based on results of physical examinations, bacteriological testing and IFN-γ release assays 
(Table 1). All blood samples were collected from fasting patients at around 8 a.m. then were stored in a refrigerator. This 
study was approved by the Ethics Committee of Beijing Chest Hospital, Capital Medical University. Due to the fact that 
the samples used in this study were stored, tested and analyzed retroactively, use of patient samples posed at most 
a minimal risk of harm to study subjects. Consequently, the university’s institutional review board approved a waiver of 
patient informed consent.

Serum GM Antigen Testing
Peripheral blood samples were collected using heparin anticoagulant blood collection tubes (Becton, Dickinson and 
Company, USA) then sera were isolated by centrifugation at 4000 rpm for 10 min. Serum GM antigen levels were 
measured using a commercial sandwich enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) kit (Platelia™ Aspergillus; Bio- 
Rad, CA). An optical density (OD) index value of ≥0.5 was interpreted as a positive result.
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Multiplex Cytokine Assays
Serum samples were stored frozen at −80°C prior to Luminex Technologies xMAP system-based testing in singlicate (Luminex 
Austin, TX). Serum cytokine concentrations were measured using twelve cytokine test kits (AtomLife, Nanjing, China) as per the 
manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, antibody-conjugated magnetic beads, assay buffer, standards and samples were added to 96- 
well plates followed by addition of cytokine-specific antibodies and streptavidin-PE. Mean fluorescence intensity readings for 
each cytokine were taken using a Luminex Technologies xMAP system (Luminex Austin, TX). The twelve cytokines and 
corresponding detection limits were as follows: IL-1β (3–7500 pg/mL), IL-2 (4–5000 pg/mL), IL-4 (3–7500 pg/mL), IL-5 (3– 
7500 pg/mL), IL-6 (2–5000 pg/mL), IL-8 (3–7500 pg/mL), IL-10 (3–5000 pg/mL), IL-12p70 (4–5000 pg/mL), IL-17 (5–5000 
pg/mL), IFN-γ (5–5000 pg/mL), IFN-α (5–5000 pg/mL) and TNF-α (4–5000 pg/mL).

Statistical Analysis
All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS version 20.0 software (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY) in combination with 
GraphPad Prism 5.0 software (GraphPad). Continuous variables were expressed as median (range) values and categorical 
variables were expressed as percentages (%). Univariable logistic regression models were generated for use in estimating 
risk factors associated with a dual diagnosis of active PTB with CPA. Mann–Whitney U-tests were used to compare 
differences in cytokine responses between two groups. The diagnostic performance of each cytokine or cytokine 
combination was evaluated based on receiving operating characteristic (ROC) curves. Optimal sensitivity and specificity 
were estimated using Youden’s index and optimal cut-off values that were used to interpret positive versus negative 
results were estimated based on the maximum Youden’s index value. The proportion of correctly diagnosed patients was 
calculated based on its proportionality to the area under the curve (AUC). Differences between groups were declared 
significant for results with two-sided P values of <0.05.

Results
Characteristics of Enrolled Patients
In this retrospective study, hospitalized patients with pulmonary infections receiving treatment at Beijing Chest Hospital 
from December 2020 to November 2021 were enrolled. Laboratory test results revealed 35 patients that were afflicted 

Table 1 Demographic Characteristics of Participants Included in the Cohort

Parameters HC (31) TB (35) CPA-TB (40) CPA+ (46) P value* OR(95%CL)

Age, y, median

Age≥45 51.5(4, 51–53) 57.5(18, 47–81) 66(30, 48–92) 69.5(42, 51–89) 0.062 2.490(0.954–6.501)

Age<45 32(27, 24–42) 32(17, 14–43) 32(10, 17–43) 39(4, 25–43)

Sex

Male 11 22 30 32

Female 20 13 10 14 0.258 0.564(0.209–1.520)

Blood cells, 10^6 /mL, median [IQR]

Leukocytes 5.34(2.35–19.20) 6.96(2.79–25.40) 7.12(3.24–24.90) 0.048 0.050(0.045–0.054)

Neutrophils 3.20(1.14–17.82) 5.04(1.79–24.30) 4.99(1.75–17.11) 0.007 0.006(0.005–0.008)

Lymphocytes 1.28(0.37–3.30) 0.97(0.14–2.94) 1.11(0.10–14.67) 0.096 0.106(0.100–0.112)

Eosinophils 0.09(0.01–2.33) 0.09(0.00–1.31) 0.07(0.00–1.24) 0.372 0.378(0.369–0.388)

Monocytes 0.41(0.19–0.81) 0.45(0.02–5.60) 0.43(0.05–7.80) 0.228 0.230(0.221–0.238)

Platelets 247(116–598) 260(93–621) 187(22–442) 0.754 0.755(0.746–0.763)

Complication

Hepatitis B 2(5.71) 1(2.50) 2(4.35) 0.272 0.274(0.027–2.758)

Diabetes mellitus 6(17.14) 11(27.50) 8(17.39) 0.289 1.833(0.598–5.619)

Cancer 1(2.86) 1(2.50) 0(0.00) 0.924 0.872(0.053–14.476)

HIV/Rheumatism 3(8.57) 2(5.00) 1(2.17) 0.999 0.000

Hypertension/CHD 4(11.43) 6(15.00) 14(30.43) 0.651 1.368(0.353–5.305)

Cerebral infarction 1(2.86) 2(5.00) 2(4.35) 0.891 0.868(0.116–6.512)

Note: *The P value represents the difference between TB and CPA-TB. 
Abbreviations: OR, odds ratio; IQR, interquartile range; HC, healthy control; TB, tuberculosis infection; CPA-TB, tuberculosis infection and GM 
positive; CPA+, GM positive and Tumors/Pneumonia; CHD, coronary heart disease.
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with PTB, 40 patients with PTB and CPA and 46 patients with CPA alone (Table 1). Statistical analysis of clinical data 
revealed elevated blood levels of leukocytes (TB vs CPA-TB: 5.34 × 106/mL vs 6.96 × 106/mL, P = 0.048) and 
neutrophils (TB vs CPA-TB: 3.20 × 106/mL vs 5.04 × 106/mL, P = 0.007) in CPA-TB group patients.

Cytokine Spectrum Differences Between PTB and CPA Patients
In order to diagnose PTB patients with concomitant CPA as early as possible to thereby administer maximally effective 
treatments, serum cytokine profiles were analyzed for the three groups of patients and the HC group. As shown in 
Figure 1, as compared with HC group results, a large number of serum cytokines (IL-1β, IL-6, IL-8, IL-12p70, TNF-α 
and IFN-γ) were detected at significantly increased levels in some or all patient groups. Among them, IL-1β and IL- 
12p70 levels were significantly increased in CPA patient group sera (CPA/CPA-TB vs HC/TB, P < 0.01 or < 0.001), but 
not in sera of patients with TB alone (TB vs HC, P > 0.05). Meanwhile, levels of IL-6, IL-8 and TNF-α in CPA and CPA- 
TB patient groups were also higher than corresponding levels in patients with TB alone (CPA/CPA-TB vs TB, P < 0.01 
or < 0.001), although levels of these three cytokines were also significantly increased in the TB patient group as 
compared to the HC group (TB vs HC, P < 0.01 or < 0.001). IFN-γ levels were significantly elevated in all three patient 
groups (CPA/CPA-TB/TB vs HC, P < 0.01 or < 0.001), with no differences observed between the TB patient group levels 
versus levels of CPA or CPA-TB groups (CPA/CPA-TB vs TB, P > 0.05). By contrast, significantly decreased IL-4 and 
IL-5 levels were observed in all three patient groups as compared to the HC group (CPA/CPA-TB/TB vs HC, P < 0.05 or 
< 0.01), with no differences observed between CPA or CPA-TB group levels of these cytokines and corresponding TB 
group levels (CPA/CPA-TB vs TB, P > 0.05). Moreover, significantly decreased serum IFN-α levels (as compared to that 
of the HC group) were only observed for the TB group (TB vs HC, P < 0.05), while differences in serum IL-10 levels 
were noted among the four groups. Notably, intergroup analyses of all cytokine profiles revealed significant serum 
cytokine level differences between CPA-TB and CPA groups for multiple cytokines. However, IL-2 and IL-17 levels 
could not be accurately measured since levels of these cytokines mainly fell below the minimum detection limit of the 
cytokine assays used in this study (Supplementary Table 1).

ROC Analyses
Due to the fact that most cytokine levels in sera of CPA patients were significantly different between TB and HC groups, 
we proposed a stepwise algorithm for use in diagnosing suspected CPA patients. We next performed ROC analysis of 
cytokine level results obtained for all three patient groups (without the HC group) then compared ROC results based on 
serum cytokine results obtained for the TB group to results obtained for the CPA-TB group (Figure 2, Supplementary 

Figure 1 Difference in cytokine spectrum between tuberculosis (TB) and chronic pulmonary aspergillosis (CPA). HC, healthy control; CPA-TB, tuberculosis infection and 
GM positive; CPA+, GM positive and suffering from tumor and or pneumonia; Data denoting means ± SDs. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01 and ***P < 0.001. 
Abbreviation: ND, no difference.
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Table 2). The results showed that differences in serum IL-8, IL-1β and IL-6 levels could be used to accurately 
distinguishing between the two groups, as reflected by AUC values of 0.949, 0.777 and 0.728 obtained for the three 
cytokines, respectively (Figure 2). Due to the excellent discriminatory accuracy of IL-8, IL-8 levels in combination with 
IL-1β and IL-6 levels for CPA-TB and TB groups were analyzed together (Figure 2). The results of this analysis 
demonstrated that greatest discriminatory accuracy could be obtained by combining IL-6 and IL-8 level profiles, as 
reflected by an AUC value of 0.958. Results of a similar analysis of TB group and CPA group cytokine profiles (Figure 3, 
Supplementary Table 3) revealed that IL-8 profiles alone most accurately discriminated between these groups, as 
reflected by the highest AUC value of 0.964, followed by AUC values for IL-1β (0.818) and TNF-α (0.788) 
(Figure 3). Similarly, we analyzed combinations of the three cytokines (Figure 3), which produced a highest AUC 
value of 0.996 for IL-8 and TNF-α analyzed together and a slightly lower AUC value for IL-8 and IL-1β analyzed 
together (0.974). We next investigated whether the abovementioned results were specifically related to CPA by analyzing 
individual and combined cytokine profiles obtained for CPA-TB and TB groups using ROC analysis (Figure 4, 
Supplementary Table 4). AUC values obtained for individual cytokines revealed a highest AUC value for IL-8 
(0.957), followed in descending order by AUC values obtained for IL-1β (0.798), IL-6 (0.760) and TNF-α (0.750). 
Notably, ROC analysis of levels of IL-8 in combination with TNF-α and IL-6 levels produced the highest AUC value 
overall (0.984). As expected, no potential cytokine marker profile could be used to diagnostically differentiate between 
CPA and CPA-TB patients (Supplementary Figure 1), although this combination of markers may be useful for detecting 
A. fumigatus infections in patients with other pulmonary infections.

Discussion
A. fumigatus-induced CPA is caused by inhalation of airborne conidia, which are common in indoor and outdoor 
environments,18 as reflected by detection of A. fumigatus DNA in 37% of healthy adult lung biopsies.19 CPA pathogen-
esis usually involves A. fumigatus colonization of the lung cavity followed by proliferation of the organisms within the 
lungs. This disease most frequently occurs in those afflicted with PTB, whereby 20% of cavernous TB patients develop 

Figure 2 Receiving operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis between tuberculosis (TB) and CPA-TB groups. CPA-TB, tuberculosis infection and GM positive. 
Abbreviation: AUC, area under the curve.
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CPA within 3 years after successful completion of anti-TB treatment, while each year more than 350,000 PTB patients 
develop CPA after completing 12 months of anti-TB treatment.20,21 At present, CPA diagnosis is based on clinical 
symptoms, imaging-based findings and results of GM antigen detection-based tests.22 However, due to the lack of a gold 
standard test for use in diagnosing CPA, it has been difficult to evaluate the performance of GM antigen detection assays 
and compare results across different studies.20,21,23

The phenomenon of co-infection with Mtb and A. fumigatus is clinically common and difficult to diagnose, due to 
shared pulmonary symptoms associated with both types of infection. Consequently, misdiagnoses of co-infected patients 
can occur that can prevent these patients from receiving early and accurate treatments.24,25 In turn, such circumstances 
undoubtedly increase patient disease burden and can greatly impact patient prognosis. Therefore, targeted and accurate 
diagnosis of CPA patients performed as early as possible would greatly minimize patient harm caused by missed 
diagnoses and misdiagnosis.

In recent years, accumulating evidence has confirmed that assays that measure serum Aspergillus antigen-specific IgG 
levels can serve as effective CPA detection methods, including a study conducted in China showing that such assays were 
more sensitive and specific than assays designed to detect serum Aspergillus antigen-specific IgA and IgM.12 However, 
regional geographic differences have been reported to greatly impact Aspergillus antigen-detection ability of the IgG- 
based assay.14 In turn, this issue has greatly hindered the promotion and unified application of this assay worldwide, 
especially in countries with regional geographic and climate diversity and population mobility. In addition, concomitant 
Mtb infection can increase overall IgG levels in serum,26–28 which can greatly reduce CPA diagnostic accuracy. 
Therefore, more diverse tests and methods are urgently needed to enable rapid diagnosis of the disease. In this study, 
we retrospectively tested 152 subjects who were assigned to 4 groups based on results of GM antigen testing and results 
of AFB sputum smear testing, GeneXpert MTB/RIF testing and/or Mtb culture testing. Our results revealed that cytokine 
levels hold promise as biomarkers for use in distinguishing among TB, CPA and CPA-TB patients and healthy controls 
that may reflect host immune response differences to Mtb and A. fumigatus infections. In fact, our results align with 

Figure 3 Receiving operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis between tuberculosis (TB) and CPA+ groups. CPA+, GM positive and Tumors/Pneumonia. 
Abbreviation: AUC, area under the curve.
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results of previous studies that demonstrated that A. fumigatus infection can lead to elevated patient blood leukocyte and 
neutrophil counts,29 while also inducing pulmonary epithelial cells to release inflammatory cytokines that, in turn, 
promote lymphocyte recruitment and trigger other inflammatory responses.30–32 Meanwhile, other studies have shown 
that immune responses of CPA and PTB patients differ, since pathogens associated with both PTB and CPA trigger a Th1 
response, while the CPA pathogen also triggers a Th2 response.33,34 Here, we analyzed differences in serum cytokine 
profiles among four groups of study subjects. Interestingly, IL-4 and IL-5 levels exhibited downward trends after Mtb 
and/or A. fumigatus infection, with no cytokine level differences observed among TB, CPA-TB and CPA groups. In 
contrast, in all three patient groups, serum levels of various pro-inflammatory cytokines were found to be significantly 
elevated (relative to the HC group), including IL-1β, IL-6, IL-8, IL-12p70, IFN-α, IFN-γ and TNF-α. Of note, for all of 
these cytokines except IFN-α and IFN-γ, levels were significantly higher in CPA-TB group sera than in TB group sera, 
a result that aligns with results of a recent study on cytokine levels in bronchoalveolar lavage fluid samples obtained from 
patients with or without CPA.35

In view of the specificity of our results, we further compared ROC analysis results among the three groups of patients 
and found that IL-8 provided the best diagnostic performance among the abovementioned eight cytokines, as expected. 
Due to its role as the earliest cytokine released in response to infection that possesses chemotactic and neutrophil- 
activation properties, high-level expression of IL-8 in hosts infected with A. fumigatus has been widely reported,30,31 

Figure 4 Receiving operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis between tuberculosis (TB) and CPA+ plus CPA-TB groups. CPA-TB, tuberculosis infection and GM 
positive; CPA+, GM positive and Tumors/Pneumonia. 
Abbreviation: AUC, area under the curve.
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with a central role of IL-8 also reported in the host defense against Mtb.36 Collectively, the results of this study revealed 
that serum IL-8 levels of CPA patients exceeded levels in TB patient sera that highlight the potential importance of IL-8 
in the host immune response to A. fumigatus infection.

The highest AUC value overall was obtained for IL-8 combined with TNF-α, thus suggesting that this marker 
combination may be useful for discriminating between patients with TB and CPA. In addition, a slightly lower AUC 
value was obtained for the combination of IL-8, TNF-α and IL-6 for discriminating among CPA, TB and CPA-TB 
patient groups. Taken together, our results revealed that multiple cytokines that were detected in sera of CPA-TB 
and CPA patients at high levels were also detected in TB group sera, thus suggesting that production of these 
cytokines is also triggered by the host immune response to Mtb infection. Furthermore, the results obtained here 
emphasize that use of a diagnostic assay based on a combination of serum cytokine-based markers can provide 
rapid, highly sensitive and specific results that can be used to screen PTB patients for CPA. Moreover, use of such 
a rapid assay would enable earlier CPA diagnosis by avoiding microbiological culture testing delays due to long 
microbial doubling times to thereby assist clinicians in decision making to ultimately improve patient treatment 
outcomes.

We also acknowledge several obvious limitations of this study. First, we only included active TB cases with positive 
IGRA test results, rather than latent TB infection (LTBI) cases, and GM antigen test is not sensitive to be used for 
immunocompetent patients. Therefore, our method may be an effective means to eliminate the influence of MTB in LTBI 
on the diagnosis of CPA, warranting further study. Second, considering levels of cytokines of interest overlapped 
markedly between TB and CPA-TB groups and between TB and CPA groups, single cytokines may have limited utility 
as biomarkers of A. fumigatus infection. Third, since this study is a retrospective study, and only a very small number of 
patients have the results of microscopy or culture from biopsy to further prove A. fumigatus infection, so we used GM 
test to diagnose CPA patients. Consequently, missed CPA diagnoses of patients in our very small study cohort may have 
occurred that may have limited our results. Regardless, although the sensitivity of the GM antigen test is limited, it is 
widely used to diagnose CPA patients in clinical settings, due to the assay advantages of simplicity and rapid turnaround 
time. Therefore, in future studies, the number of samples included should be further expanded in order to confirm and 
further clarify the results obtained here. At the same time, we are also actively establishing larger clinical cohorts to 
further verify the accuracy of our method.

In conclusion, our results demonstrate that elevated numbers of leukocytes and neutrophils are found in peripheral 
blood of PTB patients with CPA. Furthermore, significantly higher serum levels of proinflammatory cytokines, such as 
IL-1β, IL-6, IL-8, IL-12p70 and TNF-α, were found in CPA-TB and CPA patient groups than in TB group sera. 
Ultimately, IL-8 levels alone provided the best diagnostic performance when used to discriminate between TB and 
either CPA-TB or CPA patient groups, while excellent diagnostic performance was also provided by the combination of 
IL-8, TNF-α and IL-6 cytokine markers. Taken together, the results of this study indicate that multiple cytokines may 
serve as potential markers for use in achieving accurate diagnosis of TB and CPA cases, while also providing insights to 
enhance our understanding of the roles of immune response mechanisms in controlling Mtb and/or A. fumigatus 
infections.

Data Sharing Statement
All data contained in this study can be obtained from the corresponding author under reasonable request.
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